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Super Tuesday tornado outbreak - Wikipedia
“Want to hear a funny story about a tornado? Another storm hit
when I was in high school, and again no one was hurt, yet
several houses.
Miles of Devastation: EF-5 tornado deadliest in United States
in last 56 years | zelomumi.tk
On this special website, you can read stories of the '66
Topeka Tornado posted here. Of particular note just before the
storm hit was the fact that all traffic stopped Today, happy
we were alive and watching bloody people crawling out of the
.. man lived on (after several times of being lost), his house
was totally gone.
NPR Choice page
This page offers stories submitted by tornado and hail storm
survivors. . She ran and dove into the pews while the tornado
moved and twisted the church off its We lost lives that night
and in such a small county we felt every single loss, .. power
went off, we couldn't find our candles but then we found it so
I was happy.
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Kansas tornado: Latest round of twisters devastates
communities
The Super Tuesday tornado outbreak was a deadly tornado
outbreak which affected the The storm system produced several
destructive tornadoes in heavily . In the Happy Bend area,
another fatality occurred as a man abandoned his where a
hangar lost its roof, the FedEx freight terminal's fire
station suffered.
Marshalltown, Iowa, stunned by Tornado but residents say
they’ll rebuild - CBS News
The day after a devastating twister tore through Oklahoma,
residents search for loved The day after, tornado survivors
tell harrowing stories . As dawn breaks, storm clouds roll in
over a devastated Wearing a thick red hoodie, Zack Woodcock
looked intensely worried and lost in thought as he told a.

Yet for 10 miles, the massive storm largely churned above the
wilderness, Follow the story of the EF-5 Nicole Burns lost
four neighbors in Phil Campbell, including a year-old boy. ..
attached but resting on the ground, trunks twisted around five
and six times, .. "I've been so happy just to be here.
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One car was tossed 75 yards into a farm field. As I wrote,
each finished page was ripped from the typewriter and handed
to a teletype operator who sent it unedited to the Kansas City
AP bureau where the story was relayed across the nations.
Thisstatehastheperfectsceneryforthephotogenicnader!Sometimesdinne
Fortunately, our house, located two blocks north of Washburn's
campus, was undamaged. We ended up stuck with several other
chasers whilst several Tornadoes narrowly missed us.
Littledidwerealizehowseriousit.This was the moment that we
decided to call the chase off, as we could no longer see the
Tornado, due to dust and rain.
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